Program Numbers and Descriptions - REAL TREE ROADTRIPS

Show Number

Title

Episode Description

OA-RTRT-LC0101

Louisiana Giant Falls at Hunting Camp

Tyler Jordan shares hunting camp with friends Riley Green, Drake White, and Greg
Camp. What went from a friendly duck hunt, quickly turned into a big buck fest.
Honey Brake Lodge is truly one of the most unique experiences in the country.

Riley Green's Roadtrippin' Record Year

Riley Green traveled all over the country in 2020, but it wasn't for country music
performances. It was for hunting deer. He had an unbelievable season in the
whitetail woods last fall and winter. Join us as we recap his deer season. It was a
good one.

WEEK #

Week of:

1

27-Sep

2

4-Oct

OA-RTRT-LC0102

3

11-Oct

OA-RTRT-LC0103

Being a Mississippi native, Austin Riley grew up in the outdoors. Being an MLB
Three Austin Riley Hunts and Big Bucks third baseman for the Braves means that his hunting is limited to mid to late
season. But when that time rolls around, he takes full advantage of his time. On this
show, we throw back to three hunts with Austin Riley from 2019 and 2020.

4

18-Oct

OA-RTRT-LC0104

The Hunt for the "Flyer Buck"

5

25-Oct

OA-RTRT-LC0101-R

Louisiana Giant Falls at Hunting Camp

With nothing showing up on the Spartan cameras in Kansas, Tyler Jordan's
confidence was running low going into the hunt. That quickly changed as a bona
fide shooter started showing up in the best spot on the lease. Watch the hunt for
the "Flyer Buck" unfold on this week's Road Trips Rewind.
Tyler Jordan shares hunting camp with friends Riley Green, Drake White, and Greg
Camp. What went from a friendly duck hunt, quickly turned into a big buck fest.
Honey Brake Lodge is truly one of the most unique experiences in the country.
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WEEK #

Week of:

6

1-Nov

7

8-Nov

8

15-Nov

Episode Description

Show Number

Title

OA-RTRT-LC0105

4 Buck Hunts in Texas with the Crew

The Realtree Road Trips crew looks back at hunts with Holton Deer hunts in
Abilene, Texas, and SOE hunts in Uvalde, Texas. This is an episode you shouldn't
miss.

A Change of Luck, 2 Bucks in 2 Sits

With a curse in the state of Kentucky for years, Tyler Jordan and Bryan Brown set
out to change their luck in 2020. With all the conditions lining up for a great hunt, it
doesn't take long for Bryan to fill his Kentucky tag on the very first sit. With multiple
shooters showing up on the Spartan cameras in daylight, Tyler also takes
advantage on his first sit and kills his first Kentucky buck on a crazy rut hunt.

OA-RTRT-LC0106

OA-RTRT-LC0102-R

9

22-Nov

OA-RTRT-LC0107

10

29-Nov

OA-RTRT-LC0108

Riley Green's Roadtrippin' Record Year

Riley Green traveled all over the country in 2020, but it wasn't for country music
performances. It was for hunting deer. He had an unbelievable season in the
whitetail woods last fall and winter. Join us as we recap his deer season. It was a
good one.

Tyler Jordan shares the story of a buck named "Hightower." This deer gained
legendary status two years ago when Bill Jordan had this buck at 5 yards and
Hunting "Hightower," A Montana Legend
couldn't get a shot. The quest continued in 2020 when Tyler drew a tag for
Montana. He knew there was one target buck he wanted to go after.

Nebraska Early Season

Over the next 10 shows, we'll highlight Road Trips' unreal 2020 deer Season. First
up, the Road Trips crew teams up with Major League Bowhunter's Chipper Jones
and Matt Duff to hunt Nebraska's early-season giants.
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Show Number
WEEK #

Title

Episode Description

Week of:

11

6-Dec

OA-RTRT-LC0104

The Hunt for the "Flyer Buck"

With nothing showing up on the Spartan cameras in Kansas, Tyler Jordan's
confidence was running low going into the hunt. That quickly changed as a bona
fide shooter started showing up in the best spot on the lease. Watch the hunt for
the "Flyer Buck" unfold on this week's Road Trips Rewind.

12

13-Dec

OA-RTRT-LC0109

Big Grigsby Bucks

The Road trips crew heads to the legendary Grigsby Farm. After multiple
encounters with a big deer, Tyler Jordan is able to put a great buck on the ground
with SOE Hunts.

13

20-Dec

OA-RTRT-LC010-R

4 Buck Hunts in Texas with the Crew

The Realtree Road Trips crew looks back at hunts with Holton Deer hunts in
Abilene, Texas, and SOE hunts in Uvalde, Texas. This is an episode you shouldn't
miss.

